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A Novel Voice Coil Motor-driven Compliant Micropositioning Stage Based on Flexure Mechanism

I. INTRODUCTION
Micro/nanopositioning techniques play significant roles in the field of medical and engineering applications, such as micromanufacturing [1] , biomedical science [2] , scanning electron microscopy [3] and lithography [4] .
Unfortunately, most of traditional micro/nanopositioning stages have small motion strokes (usually less than 1mm) and couldn't meet the requirements of the rapid development of micro/nano related academic research and engineering applications.
Many piezo-driven stages have been designed because the piezoelectric actuators have many advantages including high-resolution, wide bandwidth and compact size [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, the piezo-driven mechanisms have some shortcomings including short strokes, inherent hysteresis and creep nonlinearities, making it difficult and to obtain high precision positioning with large motion stroke [9] [10] . Thus, in order to achieve a large motion range, electromagnetic actuators are often selected as the actuation units [11] [12] . These types of actuators are lubrication free and vacuum compatible. As a kind of electromagnetic actuators, voice coil motor(VCM) has been used in the long stroke positioning stages extensively. For example, in order to get the long stroke and high resolution, a VCM and a piezoelectric stack actuator were employed to drive the micropositioning stage as the coarse and fine drives [13] [14] , respectively. However, the interference behavior exists between the VCM and piezoelectric actuators. Therefore, there are several long stroke positioning stages driven by VCMs reported in [15] [16] . Compared with piezoelectric actuators, VCMs can deliver a long stroke with a fine resolution easier.
Although the long stroke with a fine resolution can be generated by suitable VCMs, it is a challenge to design a suitable structure with a long stroke and fine resolution. In the structural design of micro/nanopositioning stage, wheel/rail sliding contact, wheel/rail rolling contact and aerostatic slideway are often used in previous works. However, using slide way leads to a big volume and low resolution. In addition, the maintenance cost of slide way is relatively high [17] [18] [19] . As a consequence, flexure-based mechanisms have been extensively used as the motion guide for the stage to guarantee the output precision [20] [21] [22] [23] . The flexure-based mechanisms deliver motion by use of material elastic deformations [24] [25] [26] . As a result, they offer several advantages such as smooth displacement without backlash, friction, noise and easy manufacture [27] .
However, cross-axis coupling existing in flexure-based mechanisms causes complexity modeling and controlling [28] . Development of the decoupled parallel mechanisms, which have negligible cross-axis coupling motion, is one of the solutions to eliminate such shortcoming from the mechanical design aspect. In addition, the parallel mechanisms have the advantages such as low inertia, high accuracy and identical behaviors in each axis [29] [30] .
In addition, for an XY stage under a large payload, structural integrity should be maintained. The out-of-plane payload that can be supported by the output platform of the stage in Ref. [14] was carried out by FEA which indicated the stiffness of the out-of-plane was about 5×10 5 N/m. Compared with the stiffness of 2.05×10 4 N/m in the working direction, the stiffness of the out-of-plane had an influence on the resolution. It is general to use aerostatic strategy or increase the thickness of the flexure, which will increase cost or difficulty in machining, to enhance the out-of-plane stiffness [31] [32] . Therefore, spatial compliant mechanisms are applied to improve the out-of-plane stiffness. An XY compliant parallel mechanism (CPM) has been designed by Hao et al [32] . It has a large range and spatial compliant mechanisms to enhance the out-of-plane stiffness. But the feasibility of the design was only confirmed from the theoretical analysis.
This paper proposes a novel flexure-based precision positioning stage, which has a millimeter motion range, enhanced out-of-plane stiffness, parallel kinematics, and totally decoupled motion. This paper focuses on the mechanical design, theoretical modeling and analyses, and experimental verification. 
II. DESIGN OF XY STAGE
A novel large working range and payload capability XY CPM is evolved from the 4PP-E (P stands for prismatic joint and E denotes planar joint) decoupled parallel mechanism based on the following principles: (a)
to obtain a large motion range, (b) a simple configuration and (c) approximately negligible out-of-plan motion in the z axis and (d) ensure decoupling translation motions along working axes.
As shown in Fig.1 , the designed XYCPM mainly consists of an upper stage, four vertical support links, a base and two VCMs. In the upper stage, the double parallel four-bar linkages mechanisms are symmetrically arranged to realize decoupling and large motion range. The hook compliant series mechanism (HCSM) used as vertical support links is designed to guarantee excellent out-of-plane stiffness for heavy payload. The basic unit of HCSM is hook joint shown in Fig.2 (a) . Each hook joint is composed of two circular hinges and the axes of these circular hinges are located in one plane for a compact physical dimension. HCSM consists of four legs and each leg is made of two hook joints in series as shown in Fig.2 (b) . In this case, the out-of-plane motions, including rotation about the x and y axes or translation in the z axis, are suppressed. Furthermore, the center of the moving platform coincides with the stiffness center of the HCSM, and thus minimizes the parasitic motion.
Therefore, the stage can realizes a large motion range, enhanced out-of-plane stiffness and small coupling error.
III. MODELING
A. Output compliance modeling
Since the flexure-based mechanisms work in the elastic deformation region, it is assumed that relationship between loads and displacements are linear. When force and moments are applied on a certain point as shown in Fig.3 (a) , the following equation is established:
where 
where c i (i=1, 2,…8 ) are shown in Table 1 The compliance matrix of a flexure can be transformed from its local coordinate o i -xy to another coordinate
where R i is defined as the orientation matrix of o i -xy with respect to o j -xy and R i is also known as the direction cosine matrix; P(r i ) denotes the translation matrix, and can be described as follows: The planar dual-beam parallelogram module in the compliance P joint of the XY CPM is shown in Fig.4 .
We can obtain the compliance matrix of flexure hinge1 in coordinate frame o 1 -xy as follows: Thus, the compliance matrix of the double parallel four-bar linkages mechanism shown in Fig.5 , which is composed of two planar dual-beam parallelogram modules, can be expressed in coordinate frame o 2 -xy as 1 11 12 ( ) ( )
where C s1 is the compliance matrix of left side dual-beam parallelogram module in the coordinate frame o 2 -xy; C s2 is the right one, which can be calculated by rotating compliance matrix C s1 by π about y axis Since a 4PP XY CPM is made of four compound dual-beam parallelogram modules connected in parallel as shown in Fig.7 , the compliance matrix can be obtained as follows:
where C c1 is the compliance matrix of section 1 which can be derived from ( ) ( )  cc C P r C P r (13) where r 4 =[u,0,0] T ; by rotating C c1 π/2, π and 3π/2 around z axis, the compliance matrix of other sections can be derived as follows: 
For a hook joint is composed of two circular hinges in series, the compliance matrix of a hook joint in its own local coordinate shown in Fig.2 (a) can be defined by
where C is the local compliance matrix of the right circular hinge [Eq. (2)], and the parameter h should be replaced by (h-4r) for the sake of transfixion. The compliance matrix of leg shown in Fig.2 (b) can be known by
  leg h h C P r C P r P r C P r (16) where r According to the relationships among these legs, the compliance matrices can be derived as
Therefore, the compliance matrix of HCSM can be given as
The whole positioning stage is composed of 4PP XY CPM and HCSM in parallel, so the compliance matrix of the XYCPM can be obtained as
B. Dynamic modeling
A high resonant frequency is desired to generate a high bandwidth of the system, so it is necessary to analysis the resonant frequency of the stage.
Based on Lagrange's equation, the free-motion of the XY stage can be written as follows:
where T, V, t and x represent the kinetic energy, the potential energy, time and displacement in working direction, respectively. Then the kinetic energy of the stage is calculated as
where M is the equivalent mass obtained by The potential energy can be computed by 22 11 22 
C. Parameters design
Based on maximal shear stress theory, the actual transverse end-deflections for the beams both in the P joint and hook joint should meet the following conditions [34] :
where△ 1 , △ 2 are the actual transverse end-deflections for P joint and hook joint, respectively; η is the safety factor. To achieve a motion of 1.8mm along each working axis, the equation can be obtained (27) In addition, the slender leaf springs with a relatively high ratio of length to thickness should bear the compressive load, which may be prone to elastic buckling. This phenomenon will have a serious influence on the positioning resolution and coupling error, therefore the buckling should be avoided by the structure design. The critical axial load causing elastic buckling can be obtained by 
According to Eq. (27) and (31) and the manufacturability requirement, the parameters of the structure are designed in Table II . 
D. Finite element analyses
In the finite element analysis (FEA) simulations, the alloy material of Al 7075 is defined to the stage. Table   III shows the parameters of the material used to the stage. In simulation, the base of the stage and the four corners of the upper planar stage are fixed. Based on the working condition, the FEA results of the first three natural frequencies are shown in Table III , and the mode shapes are depicted in Fig.9 . The first and second mode shapes are translations along two working axes, respectively. The third mode shape is a rotation about the z axis.
As shown in Table IV , the first two resonant frequencies have little difference, but the third resonant frequency is ten times more than the first two frequencies. It demonstrates a robust translational motion along the working directions. FEA simulations are carried out to assess the out-of-plane payload capacity of the developed stage. The surface load of 10N in the z direction is applied on the moving platform, and the maximum displacement is only about 0.315µm as shown in Fig.10 (a) . As a comparison, the Fig.10 (b) shows, with the same load applied on the moving platform, the introduced displacement of the stage without HCSM is 32.876 µm, which is about 100 times more than the displacement with HCSM. This indicates that the out-of-plane stiffness is 3.175 ×10 4 N/mm and 3.04×10 2 N/mm, respectively and thus the payload capability can be improved significantly by using HCSM. 
IV. EXPERIMENT TESTS
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the design XY stage, the performances are verified by a series of experimental studies in this section.
A. Stiffness test
The 2-DOF precision positioning stage requires suitable bandwidth and stiffness simultaneously. It is necessary to test the stiffness of the XY stage which has been manufactured using the WEDM technique. The setup of the stiffness experiment platform is shown in Fig.11 . The experiments were all going on a Newport RS-4000optical table so as to reduce the effect of disturbances. A force gauge (NK-20) is used to test the force on the stage, and a displacement sensor (TESA-04430011) is used to get the translation range when the force gauge pushes the stage along two working and z axes, respectively.
Three group of the experiment have been done along per axis, and linear interpolation is used to fitting the experimental data. The results of the stiffness experiment are shown in Fig.12 and the value of the stiffness is shown in Table V 
B. Modal analyses
Modal analysis is conducted to investigate the dynamics performance of the developed stage. The experimental setup is shown as Fig.13 . The dynamic analyzer system consists of an acceleration transducer, a TST-511F002 hammer, a B&K2692 charge amplifier, a TJDAS test system and a computer. To reduce the effect of the vibration and noise, the experiment is carried out on a Newport RS-4000 optical table. In the experiment the natural frequencies of working axes are measured by transient measurement method respectively. As it is shown in Fig.14 To further study the properties of the stage, the resolution of the XY stage is tested by applying a consecutive step voltage. As shown in Fig.19 , the minimum resolution of the micro stage is less than 200 nm. In fact, the resolution can be further improved by applying more efficiently controlling system. Moreover, the resolution and accuracy of the positioning stage depend on the employed displacement sensors. A circular trajectory is used to examine the tracking performance of the developed stage. The circular trajectory centered at point (400μm, 400μm) with a radius of 200 μm in the xy plane. The measured trajectory and the desired circle are plotted on Fig.20 (a) . It is noted that it can follow the desired command. As it is shown in Fig.20 (b) , the tracking error in the x axis is within ±6.5μm and the error in the y axis keeps within ±12.5μm.
C. Modal analyses motion characteristic test
Compared with the error in the x axis, the error in the y axis is slightly larger. This may be caused by cross couplings, machining error, and measurement error of displacement sensors. The sinusoidal signal response tests are carried out and a workspace of 1.8 mm×1.78 mm can be obtained.
Moreover, the experimental results show the coupling errors 0.65% and 0.82% which indicates a reliable decoupled motion between two working axes. Furthermore, the resolution of 200 nm is carried out by experiment and the trajectory tracking experiment shows that the stage can achieve good performance for dynamic commands.
